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ABSTRACT

The objective of this paper is to show how the French Royal Navy, faced with multiple challenges of 
different kinds, has built in the 17th and 18th centuries a particularly complex military-industrial and 
organisational tool, which foreshadows the most up-to-date industrial and logistical organisations. By 
reinterpreting this pre-industrial episode, one could not only set out the major principles that consti-
tute the foundations of the logistical and SCM backgrounds (anticipation, reactivity, standardisation, 
normalisation, productivity, modularity, flexibility, interoperability, fluidity, continuity), but also some 
logistical archetypes (strategic control of space and strategic control of time, transport infrastructures 
and accessibility, global sourcing and suppliers’ networks, nomenclatures and production ranges, 
warehouses and stocks availability).

INTRODUCTION

From the 17th Century, the main European Nations, including France under the influence of Richelieu, 
have created permanent war fleets. These consisted of dedicated ships and replaced the use of merchant 
ships, equipped urgently and with no preparation for war. Nonetheless, during peacetime, and for obvi-
ous economic reasons we will discuss later, these war fleets were not ready for action: even though the 
warships were well built, they remained laid-up in ports in an “organized abandonment state” (Meyer 
& Acerra, 1994, p.7). When necessary, the Navy would requisition merchant and fishing “seafarers” 
(to have the right to work, “seafarers” had to serve in the Royal Navy) and order to equip a war fleet by 
mobilizing all the necessary resources taken from the Royal Navy arsenals. Rodger (1995, p. 365) notes 
“the main navies were permanent forces since they counted with a well established administration, ap-
propriate infrastructures, and a ship fleet”. He also underlines that “war has always depended a lot on 
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logistics and finance, but the 18th Century demobilized navies were especially subject to administrative 
systems able to put in action the huge and expensive navy force as fast and as efficiently as possible”.

Unlike the army, which can use the supplies provided by the lands it goes through, a navy squadron 
moves in an empty space: “since the Navy could not be supplied every day, it had to thoroughly anticipate 
stocks of supplies and material, organizing storage and packing for transport” (Corvisier, 1995, P. 134). 
The conclusion of this paper wishes to show how the French Royal Navy, facing multiple and different 
challenges, was very early able to establish a “military-industrial” and organisational tool, particularly 
complex, that prefigures the state-of-the-art industrial and logistic current organisations.

THE NAVY FACING POLITICAL, ADMINISTRATIVE, 
AND STRATEGIC CHALLENGES

In case of war, especially against England, the main challenge the Navy had to deal with was a fast 
increasing power of a very technical military tool, able to face the “structural” numerical superiority 
of the English Royal Navy, which was nonetheless slower to reach its full strength. In peacetime, the 
fleet would only count with a reduced number of ships, less than ten, with 4.000 seafarers on the eve of 
the American Revolutionary war in 1778 (Meyer & Acerra, 1994). In 1790, it “theoretically” reached 
81 vessels and 69 frigates with 78.000 seafarers (Acerra & Meyer, 1998), and almost 8.000 cannons 
according to the Tableau de la Marine Royale (1789) and regulated by almost 1.700 officers (Acerra & 
Meyer, 1998). By comparison, the Great Army of Napoleon in 1812 counted with less than 1.400 can-
nons, for more than 400.000 men (Rey, 2012). Most vessels from this fleet in 1790 were indeed already 
built. Some were being built and others in “kit” in arsenals1.

As such, the equipment of the fleet depended completely on the “naval munitions” (structural mem-
bers, masts, sails, lines, cannons, munitions, powder, pitch, tar, food supplies, etc.) that were bought 
and stocked in advance in special warehouses to face any possibility. The Navy counted on a long-term 
strategic vision to enable the acquisition of all the necessary raw materials, and would it be required, to 
transform and package them. Simultaneously, the class system enabled to identify and quickly call the 
“seafarers” necessary to serve on the vessels (Ordonnance de Louis XIV, 1689, Chapter Eight).

France counted with many resources such as wood to build ships, but forestry was strictly regulated. 
The Ordonnance established by Colbert regarding Waters and Forests in 1669 was giving the Navy a 
pre-emptive right on any tree located at less than ten leagues away from the sea or two leagues away 
from a navigable river (this perimeter would then be broadened to the whole Kingdom in 1743). Any 
landowner had to ask an authorization to fell a tree to the Bureau of the Navy, which had 6 months to 
give its answer (Beyeler, 1997). Some trees, with ideal shapes to make specific structural members (see 
Figure 1) were hot-ironed branded with an anchor and a fleur-de-lys above it to the exclusive use of the 
Navy (Ballu, 2000). Such measure implied of course that the location of these trees was precisely known 
and recorded so they could be felled would it be necessary.

Other resources were mainly lacking and had to be imported from very far away, such as hemp, tar 
and timber for masts. Masts must meet “at their highest degree three main qualities: flexibility, elastic-
ity and lightness” (Forfait, 1788, p. 182), and are mainly located in northern Europe (Russia, Norway, 
Ukraine, Livonia, etc. but also in Acadia and Canada, even though such timber with a lower quality 
could be found in Auvergne or in the Pyrenees (Vial du Clairbois, 1787). Importing these goods was a 
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